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Abstract
Digitization and digitalization efforts have led to an explosive growth of the number

of images that are published, shared, and made available in collections. In turn, this

has resulted in increased awareness of, and interest in, computational methods for

automatic image analysis. Despite the tremendous progress made in the develop-

ment of computational methods, there remains a gap between how a person inter-

prets an image and what can be automatically extracted. By considering iconic

images as those images for which this gap is most salient, as their meaning goes

well beyond what is represented in the visual data, this article gives an overview of

the potential and limitations of computational methods for iconic image analysis. I

structure this overview by discussing methods that can be used to analyse the pro-

duction, distribution, and reception of iconic images. Although the majority of

computational methods focus on analysing production aspects, there are promis-

ing methods for image distribution aspects, whereas methods for studying image

reception have received little attention. By considering the limitations of available

methods I argue that computational methods can be of use for studying iconic

images, but that comprehensive analysis will require methods that incorporate the

plurality of meanings an image can have, and temporal nature thereof.
.................................................................................................................................................................................

1 Introduction

Events entrenched in our collective memory are often

represented by an image. Whether it is an image of a

young girl severely burned in a napalm attack, a soli-

tary man blocking a column of tanks, or a young boy

washed ashore on a Turkish beach, they are all unmis-

takeably tied to the circumstances in which they

occurred and recognized by most people

(Perlmutter, 1998; Hariman and Lucaites, 2007).

Investigating what makes these images stand out,

how they reached this level of fame, and what role

they played in the social debate surrounding the his-

torical events they represent are questions central to

the study of iconic images (Kroes et al., 2011; Dahmen

and Miller, 2012; Kleppe, 2013; Hansen, 2015; van der

Hoeven, 2019). The study of iconic images has trad-

itionally relied on close readings of images using

methods from a range of perspectives (e.g. semiotics,

iconography, (critical) visual studies, and sociopoliti-

cally). Yet, the tremendous increase in volume of

images being digitized, published, and consumed

that accompanied the advent of digital technology,

has brought about a data deluge that traditional re-

search methods can no longer cope with (Mortensen

et al., 2017; Dahmen et al., 2018). In a world where it

is possible for an image to reach an audience of mil-

lions in a matter of minutes (i.e. go viral), and where
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image collections of libraries and archives contain mil-

lions of digitized images, the study of iconic images

can no longer rely on close readings and manual

efforts alone.

Criteria for iconicity put forward in literature

touch upon the appearance and content of images,

but are mainly concerned with how, where, and by

whom the images are distributed and observed

(Perlmutter, 1998; Dahmen et al., 2018). The emer-

gence of digital media has not only changed the vol-

ume of images but it also affects the mechanisms by

which images become iconic (Mortensen et al., 2017;

Dahmen et al., 2018). Although mass media continue

to play a crucial role, images distributed by individual

users on social media can now go viral, reach large

audiences, and potentially become iconic. Studying

iconic images thus involves taking into account both

the image itself and the context it emerged from and is

used in. But what would studying iconic images at

scale look like? Computer Vision (CV) (Forsyth and

Ponce, 2012), the field concerned with developing

computational methods for analysing large-scale vis-

ual corpora, typically does not consider image context

(e.g. surrounding data, metadata related to publica-

tion and prominence, and metrics related to reception

and relatedness). Large-scale visual corpora are com-

monly constructed by aggregating images without

their context and using crowdsourcing to assign labels,

which are used to train Machine Learning models

(Paullada et al., 2020). A reliance on visual-only cor-

pora appears incompatible with the objective of study-

ing iconic images, for which the context is as

important as the image itself, if not more so. In this

article, I aim to give an overview of the study on iconic

images, to highlight the entry points for the incorpor-

ation of computational methods in visual studies, as

well as to discuss the limitations of CV for studying

iconic images.

A major challenge in CV is described by the

Semantic Gap (Smeulders et al., 2000): distinguishing

between what can be extracted from an image’s visual

data and what the image means to a user. For iconic

images, this gap takes on social and temporal aspects;

the meaning of an iconic image shifts over time and is

different across social/cultural groups (Spratt et al.,

2005; Dahmen and Miller, 2012; van der Hoeven,

2019). For instance, a common reading of the ‘Tank

Man’ image is its embodiment of protest (Hubbert,

2014). However, an alternative reading put forward by

Chinese officials is that it shows the military’s restraint

(Hernández, 2019), highlighting to what extent the

meaning of an iconic image can differ across social

groups. As such, it is undesirable to design algorithms

that draw conclusions about iconicity independently

of human interpretation. As ‘interpretation begins

with description’ (Schroeder, 2006), a collaboration

between human and machine can build on the

machine’s potential to perform description at scale

and the human ability to do the interpretation.

Moreover, from this collaboration the limitations of

what can be achieved through computational analysis

become salient, resulting in research questions that

can lead to improved computational models and

paradigms.

Yet, it is questionable whether the semantic gap is

an appropriate guiding principle for the development

of methods that consider these temporal and cultural

aspects. Although Smeulders et al. (2000) do consider

culture-based or man-made customs and how they

might influence the visual data, they restrict the scope

of the semantic gap to interpretation by the user. In

practice, this results in algorithm developers tailoring

to the average user (Ryu et al., 2017; Mitchell et al.,

2019; Trewin et al., 2019), implicitly assuming that

humans are a homogeneous group of users, rather

than acknowledging the myriad of meanings that

can be derived from (visual) data. Such practice of

user-independent interpretation is ‘impossible within

the critical epistemological approach of the human-

ities’ (Drucker, 2020, p. 5). A user-independent per-

spective is primarily suitable for building commercial

systems intended to generically serve many users. For

studying iconic images, the user of the algorithm is not

only interested in confirming their own interpret-

ation, but also (and perhaps more so) in interpreta-

tions by others (Drew and Guillemin, 2014; van der

Hoeven, 2019). In considering others, we can distin-

guish between individuals and groups (i.e. cultures).

Obviously, incorporating every individual interpret-

ation is impossible, but by accommodating the per-

spectives of multiple cultural groups we can work

towards a more encompassing interpretation. In

some cases, these perspectives might differ as much

as they do for the ‘Tank Man’ image, or the appropri-

ations of the Alan Kurdi image by Ai Weiwei and

Charlie Hebdo (Mortensen, 2017). Therefore, to

Computational methods for iconic image analysis
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contextualize images we should not collapse all pos-

sible interpretations to a single interpretation.

In not collapsing interpretations we must then also

acknowledge the temporal shifts that might occur,

whether it is Facebook labelling the ‘Napalm girl’ as

pornographic (Ibrahim, 2017), or shifts in the visual

collective memory concerning specific events or the

meaning of iconic images (Spratt et al., 2005; Dahmen

and Miller, 2012; van der Hoeven, 2019). To be able to

historicize iconic images, and to analyse specific tem-

poral shifts it is necessary to account for interpreta-

tions across history. Implementations that account for

temporal shifts might do this on a highly practical

level, by taking into account metadata concerning cre-

ation dates, and adjusting the labels assigned with con-

tent recognition techniques. For instance, while it is

accurate for a location recognition algorithm to place

a recent image of the ‘Berliner Fernsehturm’ (televi-

sion tower) in Berlin, for an image taken prior to 1990

it can be meaningful to determine (based on distance

and direction) whether the picture was taken in East

or West Berlin. Similarly, for object recognition, it can

be meaningful to note the significance of the presence

of ‘exotic’ fruit in historical paintings, as opposed to in

modern photographs (Marks, 2019). Yet, such prac-

tical considerations alone are not sufficient. As neither

the polyvocal nor the temporal perspectives are cur-

rently well-considered in computational methods, I

propose a modification of the semantic gap:

The cultural gap is the lack of coincidence between

the information that one can extract from the visual

data and the interpretations that the same data have

for cultural groups across time.

The key differences with the cultural gap are the

focus on multiple interpretations, cultural groups ra-

ther than a user, and the inclusion of the notion of

time. In this article, I will explore a variety of compu-

tational methods that may be used for (iconic) image

analysis. By focusing on the limitations of these meth-

ods, I aim to further illustrate how and why a new

objective (i.e. the cultural gap) is necessary to drive

progress for computational methods that are

informed by visual culture and iconicity.

This article is part of a growing body of computa-

tional work that is guided and inspired by theories and

challenges related to the study of visual culture

(Johnson et al., 2008; Stork, 2009; Crowley and

Zisserman, 2013; Elgammal et al., 2018; Impett

et al., 2018; Lang and Ommer, 2018; Arnold and

Tilton, 2019; Chávez Heras and Blanke, 2020;

Münster and Terras, 2020; Wevers and Smits, 2020;

Azar et al., 2021). Early works in this area focused on

applications for art history (van den Herik and

Postma, 2000; Criminisi et al., 2005; Johnson et al.,

2008; Yarlagadda et al., 2013), computer art and aes-

thetics (Noll, 1966; Dietrich, 1986; Manovich, 1994),

and archaeology (da Gama Leitao and Stolfi, 2002;

Kampel and Melero, 2003; van der Maaten et al.,

2006). In recent years, this focus has been expanded

to include media studies (Gehl et al., 2017; Arnold and

Tilton, 2019; Thomas, 2020; Matud et al., 2021), his-

tory (Smits, 2017; Wevers and Smits, 2020), historical

maps (Budig et al., 2016; Weinman et al., 2019;

Hosseini et al., 2021; Uhl and Duan, 2021), and

archives (Chung et al., 2015; van Noord et al., 2021),

as well as closer collaborations between computational

and Social Science and Humanities (SSH) scholars

(Olesen, 2015; Wevers et al., 2018; Bocyte and Oomen,

2020; Masson et al., 2020). This expanded focus has in

turn led to an increased awareness that computational

research can look to the Humanities for inspiration,

for instance, on how to deal with problems concerning

ethics and inequality (Jo and Gebru, 2020; Mohamed

et al., 2020; Offert and Bell, 2020; Parisi, 2020).

The remainder of this article is structured as fol-

lows to guide a discussion of why it is necessary to

think in terms of a cultural, rather than a semantic,

gap: Section 2 starts with a brief overview of

Humanities literature on iconic images, underscoring

the role of icons as vehicles of social knowledge and

acknowledging the role they play in our (changing)

society. Subsequently, I present an overview and dis-

cussion of computational methods for analysing

(aspects of) iconic images in Section 3. Finally, in

Section 4, I conclude and suggest future directions

to advance the computational study of iconic images

based on insights from visual culture research.

2 Iconic Images

Icons are religious artworks used in various schools of

Christianity to depict key religious figures (e.g. Christ,

Mary, saints), where the icons are imbued with prop-

erties that go beyond what is simply depicted (Kleppe,

2013). This last point is what is central to iconic

N. van Noord
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images; their meaning and interpretations of their

meaning extend beyond what is depicted. Iconic

images are often synonymous with events in history,

i.e. when remembering the 1989 Tiananmen Square

protest, the image that springs to mind is that of a

solitary man, on a street leading away from the square,

blocking a column of tanks, as opposed to the singing,

dancing, and protesting students on the square itself.

Iconic images have also been ascribed with the ability

to change the course of history, such as the 2015

photograph of deceased 3-year-old, Alan Kurdi,

washed ashore on a Turkish beach, which became

iconic of the European refugee crisis (Binder and

Jaworsky, 2018), and which marked a shift in the pub-

lic debate on refugees (Vis and Goriunova, 2015).

Although the ability of iconic images to bring about

societal change (i.e. visual determinism) is debated

(Perlmutter, 1998; Hansen, 2015; Binder and

Jaworsky, 2018) it is clear that images (and increas-

ingly video) play an important role as not only evi-

dence, but also initiators of news. His role as initiators

of news is particularly salient when considering the

photographs of Alan Kurdi and Abu Ghraib, or the

videos of the beating of Rodney King and the murder

of George Floyd. Studying images and the process by

which they became iconic can aid in understanding

the situation they emerged from, as well as the social

knowledge and dominant ideologies they reflect

(Lucaites and Hariman, 2001; Hariman and

Lucaites, 2007).

Various features of iconic images have been

described in literature; here, I follow the categoriza-

tion by Kleppe (2013) that splits these features into

three groups: production, distribution, and reception.

These three groups describe the path an image travels

along as it is captured by a photographer to being

consumed by an observer. These represent key con-

cepts in Media Studies, in particular for understand-

ing media in relation to institutions and audiences. In

previous research, these three groups have typically

been studied with different methodologies. The pro-

duction of iconic images concerns the image content

and aesthetics, and has predominantly been studied

through case studies with an iconographic or semiot-

ics focus (Kleppe, 2013, p. 26; van der Hoeven, 2019,

p. 40). Distribution concerns the availability and re-

production of images, and has primarily been studied

through labour-intensive efforts that involved

manually counting the occurrence of images

(Kleppe, 2013; Cohen et al., 2018). The third group

describes features related to image reception, and con-

cerns the symbolism, associations, and emotions an

image evokes in the recipient, i.e. its ‘meaning’.

Central to reception is that the meaning of an image

is individual to each recipient; an image does not have

a universal meaning, nor is the meaning (fully)

encoded in the image itself. To study reception previ-

ous research has focused on asking participants how

they perceive and contextualize images, primarily

through (ad hoc) interviews (Hariman and Lucaites,

2007; Cohen et al., 2018) or large-scale surveys (Cohen

et al., 2018; van der Hoeven, 2019). Of the three

groups of iconic image features, reception is arguably

the most determining factor for iconicity, but it is also

the least formalized and most subjective, making it

difficult to study computationally.

A common thread among studies of iconic images

is the focus on specific domains (Dahmen and Miller,

2012; Kleppe, 2013; Meuzelaar, 2014) or a small num-

ber of images (Dahmen and Miller, 2012; van der

Hoeven, 2019). As close viewings of large collections

of images are incredibly labour-intensive, researchers

tend to focus on traditional media or use images,

which are established as being iconic (Hariman and

Lucaites, 2007). Yet, from the literature it is apparent

that which images are recognized is not consistent

across geographical location and social group

(Cohen et al., 2018; van der Hoeven, 2019), which

makes it unlikely that studies focusing on specific

domains, media, or images will be able to cover the

full breadth and complexity of iconic images beyond

the scope of the images investigated. An additional

challenge in this is that what is considered iconic has

a temporal dimension as well; iconic images are a re-

flection of the social knowledge and dominant ideol-

ogies when they emerged (Lucaites and Hariman,

2001; Hariman and Lucaites, 2007). But over time,

the meaning of an iconic image might shift

(Hubbert, 2014; Ibrahim, 2017). It is therefore neces-

sary to include data from diverse geographical loca-

tions, time periods, and cultures, which makes it

impossible to only consider small-scale datasets.

Until now I have discussed what Perlmutter (1998)

describes as discrete iconic images: images that con-

cern a specific event, and that have become symbolic

of the event. Among discrete iconic images there are

Computational methods for iconic image analysis
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certain ‘supericons’ (Perlmutter, 1998) which have

been propelled to almost instantaneous fame, and

that capture important historical events. These super-

icons are very known and are the first examples we

think of when considering iconic images. In addition

to discrete icons, Perlmutter also describes generic

iconic images, which illustrate a common theme by

documenting recurring situations with shared charac-

teristics. For instance, while no specific image springs

to mind, the images that are conjured up when think-

ing of a starving child in Africa, a polar bear on melt-

ing ice, or a Palestinian stone thrower, share many

characteristics. Generic icons are stereotypes or visual

tropes that remain consistent across geopolitical

context, and encapsulate tropes such as the solitary

civilian facing soldiers or policemen or the poverty-

stricken mother with children (Zarzycka and Kleppe,

2013). In this sense, generic iconic images are strongly

tied to the study of visual rhetoric (Lucaites and

Hariman, 2001; Foss, 2005). The manner in which

icons refer back to previous icons is used to increase

their visual power. Referencing an older icon to sup-

port iconic status has been described as intericonicity

(Hansen, 2015). Interestingly, the act of referencing

also reinforces the iconicity status of the older icon,

as noted by (Hariman and Lucaites, 2007, p. 12): ‘As

the image is known for being known, it becomes a

technique for visual persuasion.’

As a technique for visual persuasion, iconic images

play an active role in public debate and in the writing

of history. Historically, the images given this role were

chosen by elite media who acted as gatekeepers, deter-

mining which images were ‘newsworthy’ and what

prominence to give them (Dahmen and Morrison,

2016). In ‘routinizing the coverage of a nonroutine

story’ the media uses familiar (visual) narratives to

make stories easier to understand for the public

(Dahmen and Miller, 2012). Through this reliance

on familiarity, images are placed in pre-existing and

familiar themes, underscoring the role of (generic)

icon. However, with the emergence of the digital,

the gatekeeping role of traditional media is waning

(Dahmen and Morrison, 2016; Mortensen et al.,

2017). On the one hand, digital publishing has

reduced the need to select single images to reflect

events; online articles frequently contain multiple

images or even image galleries. On the other hand,

the digital has boosted citizen journalism, making it

possible for images to reach large audiences without

having been selected, or approved, by a news editor.

Besides a shift in gatekeeping, the digital age has

also resulted in a tremendous increase in the volume

of images seen and distributed, leading to icons with a

reduced life-cycle that are quickly replaced, which are

so-called ‘hypericons’ (Dahmen et al., 2018). Sharing

is ubiquitous on social media; a message or image can

be shared millions of times in the span of minutes,

causing it to ‘go viral’ (Nahon and Hemsley, 2013).

Viral images are similar to hypericons in that their

fame is almost overnight, and that their fame is typ-

ically not long-lasting. However, a key distinction be-

tween iconicity and virality is that the former

presupposes a representativeness of an event, and

that the icon becomes intrinsically linked to the event.

In this sense, not all hypericons are true icons: While

they might be representative of an event and have—

briefly—been famous, they do not persist in our col-

lective memory (Dahmen et al., 2018). Changes in

research methodology are necessary to keep up with

these changes in the media landscape. For instance,

virality can be used as an indicator that an image

might be (or become) iconic, but only if the fame

persists for an extended period of time, thus requiring

longitudinal analysis. To cope with these changes, the

increased volume and replacement rate of iconic

images, and to evaluate the effects changing role of

images in society, we can incorporate computational

techniques in iconic images research.

3 Computational Iconic Image
Analysis

Although computational techniques and methods can

be borrowed from a range of fields, for visual analysis

the field of primary interest is CV. One of the earliest

works on CV was the Summer Vision Project at MIT

(Papert, 1966), which aimed to ‘in a single summer’

solve automatic visual recognition. Around that time

(the 1960s) the prevailing idea was that vision could be

solved by simply recognizing which objects were in the

environment, and that this solution was sufficient

such that a robot could interact with its environment.

As it turns out, solving vision is a lot more challenging

than previously assumed: Not only is it more

N. van Noord
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challenging to recognize objects in the environment,

but solving vision also requires solving a wider range

of problems. This range of problems has been slowly

chipped away at since then, and has come to be known

as the Semantic Gap, as described in the seminal work

by Smeulders et al. (2000, p. 1352):

The semantic gap is the lack of coincidence be-

tween the information that one can extract

from the visual data and the interpretation

that the same data have for a user in a given

situation.

The width of this gap is not consistent across images; it

can be narrow for literal images, and broad for images

which are polysemic or for which the semantics are

only partially described. Iconic images clearly fall in

this latter category, with much of their meaning not

being described by the visual data. I thus argue that for

iconic images, the semantic gap does not cover the

main challenge: What makes the image iconic is not

captured by its visual data, and proper interpretation

of the image requires substantial (cultural) domain

knowledge and attention to contextual data. The con-

text of an image involves a wide range of information,

some of which can be readily expressed as data, such as

the location of publication (e.g. website, page, above

or below the fold) or adjacent data (e.g. other images,

captions, or article text). Other contextual informa-

tion that influences interpretation has to do with the

recipient and their cultural background (van der

Hoeven, 2019; Drucker, 2020).

Because of the complexity of iconic images, there is

no single method that can be used to model them and

their context. Instead, in the following I discuss vari-

ous methods and approaches that capture some

aspect(s) of iconicity. I structure this section by divid-

ing the discussion into three parts centred around the

three stages of iconic image-making: production, dis-

tribution, and reception. This article is not intended as

a complete overview of all computational literature,

but rather to highlight the breadth and potential of

computational research to study (aspects of) iconic

images. A broader perspective on using computation-

al methods to study visual culture is given by Arnold

and Tilton (2019), who present Distant Viewing, a

methodological and theoretical framework for analy-

sing large collections of visual culture. Similarly, dis-

tant viewing (and this article) can be placed within the

broader framework of cultural analytics (Manovich,

2018), that studies cultural datasets in the broadest

sense.

3.1 Production
From a computational perspective, an image is made

up of individual pixels. To extract information from

an image, it is necessary to look beyond pixels and

determine what it represents and what is contained

in the image. In terms of production aspects, infor-

mation can be extracted from visual data (i.e. the pix-

els), by discovering patterns and recurring elements

that form the foundation for further analysis. In add-

ition to content aspects, there are also aesthetic

aspects, or as stated by Hariman and Lucaites:

The iconic image is a moment of visual elo-

quence, but it never is obtained through artistic

experimentation. It is an aesthetics achieve-

ment made out of thoroughly conventional

materials (Hariman and Lucaites, 2007, p. 30).

This lack of artistic experimentation follows from the

origin of iconic images, as they are typically news

photographs used to provide a visual grounding in

the familiar, to give readers a familiar frame of refer-

ence (Dahmen and Miller, 2012). The ‘conventional

materials’ and their aesthetics are the production

aspects of iconic images, and interpretation can be

guided by representing these as codifiable units.

Media Studies, and specifically Production Studies,

consider a wider range of production aspects as

opposed to only those related to the visual data,

such as institutional aspects (e.g. training, reputation,

or employer of photographer) (Mayer et al., 2009).

Although such institutional aspects may contribute

to the iconic status of an image, they are ill-suited

for computational analysis and will not be discussed

in this article. Instead, I will focus on codifiable units

which can be extracted from the visual (or contextual)

data.

For computational analysis, it is necessary to use an

algorithm to represent an image in a manner such that

a specific task can be performed. This process of rep-

resentation is a mathematical transformation that

highlights selected codifiable units, while discarding

unrelated image information. The question of which

units to highlight and which to discard is based on the

task to be performed. Earlier works in CV used

Computational methods for iconic image analysis
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manually defined algorithms, where engineers decided

what ‘features’ (i.e. codifiable units) to select and what

to discard; hence, this process is called feature engin-

eering (Zheng and Casari, 2018). With the emergence

of ‘Deep Learning’ the determination of how to rep-

resent the visual data (i.e. which features to select and

discard) has become encapsulated in the algorithm as

part of an optimization process to learn the ‘best’ rep-

resentation given the task (Bengio et al., 2013). As part

of the shift in CV to deep learning techniques, the

algorithms have become black boxes, with even the

developers not fully understanding which features

are used (Zhang and Zhu, 2018). This lack of trans-

parency is an issue, particularly for fully automated

decision-making processes, and has attracted a large

amount of research and legislative focus (Wachter

et al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2019; Alameda-Pineda

et al., 2020).

In CV the majority of works are focused on content

recognition, such as the recognition of objects

(Russakovsky et al., 2015), persons (Li et al., 2014;

Liu et al., 2018), actions (Wang and Schmid, 2013),

and locations (Torii et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014),

rather than fully automated decision-making.

Arguably, ‘deciding’ what or whom is considered a

person by the algorithm is equally an issue that should

be investigated under the banner of automated

decision-making (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018).

Nonetheless, there are algorithms that extract

codifiable units from images which can be used to

enable visual analysis at scale. Figure 1 shows an ex-

ample of an image for which codifiable units are auto-

matically extracted. In the following, I will discuss a

variety of algorithms, what codifiable units they ex-

tract, and how these are relevant for studying produc-

tion aspects.

3.1.1 Content recognition

Object recognition is one of the most well-studied

topics in CV, with tremendous progress being made

on prominent datasets such as ImageNet Large-Scale

Visual Recognition Challenge (Russakovsky et al.,

2015), and the Microsoft Common Objects in

Context (MSCOCO) (Lin et al., 2014). The

ImageNet dataset consists of over 14 million images

across 20,000 object classes. Yet, most research is done

using the reduced set of 1.3 million images from 1,000

classes. The MSCOCO dataset has fewer images and

object classes (330K and 80, respectively), but instead

has five textual descriptions (captions) per image,

spurring on work that connects visual and textual ana-

lysis. The objects studied in these datasets are primar-

ily household objects, animals, vehicles, and

foodstuffs, as opposed to objects that are commonly

used as symbols (e.g. human skulls in visual art to

represent death or mortality), or recurring objects in

iconic images (e.g. young children, weapons, or sol-

diers) (Zarzycka and Kleppe, 2013). Broad application

Fig. 1 Result of applying the Google Cloud Vision API to the photo of the execution of Nguyen Van L�em. (Photo of ‘the

Execution of Nguyen Van L�em’ by Eddie Adams (Public domain).) Showing (from left to right) the photo overlayed with

green boxes for the four ‘objects’ found, labels and confidence scores for the objects, a list of labels assigned, and the ‘Safe

Search’ results with likeliness values. The API returns accurate annotations (i.e. codifiable units), but fails to recognize the

weapon and hence the nature of the image (as indicated by the ‘Safe Search’ score for violence). (a) Hong Kong pro-

democracy protest gesture. (b) Politicians shaking hands
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of these methods is thus inhibited by the objects which

can be readily recognized. Moreover, these datasets

consist of images from countries with higher income

levels and reflect this bias by lacking the ability to

recognize these objects in countries with lower income

levels (de Vries et al., 2019). However, such limitations

do not disqualify object recognition for studying icon-

ic images. Instead, I argue that the potential of these

methods is clear and that these limitations can (to a

certain extent) be overcome by developing more di-

verse and richer datasets, for instance by expanding

the types of objects considered.

Although persons are sometimes considered to be

objects in CV (and thus recognized by object recogni-

tion algorithms), there are specialized algorithms that

extract codifiable units related to persons. For in-

stance, one of the criteria used by Perlmutter (2005)

to determine iconicity is that of ‘Fame of Subjects’,

which could be modelled through face recognition

trained on celebrities (Liu et al., 2018). In CV research,

a distinction is made between face recognition and face

detection, with the latter focusing on the act of finding

faces in an image regardless of whom they belong to.

The former, which builds on top of face detection, is

aimed at recognizing which exact person the face

belongs to (Jain and Li, 2011). Although primarily

focused on modern day celebrities, datasets such as

CelebA (Liu et al., 2018) and MS-Celeb (Guo et al.,

2016) have image data of thousands of celebrities,

enabling analysis at scale of the Fame of Subjects cri-

terion. Yet, as noted by Dahmen et al. (2018), the

image of Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima goes against

‘Photojournalism 101 classroom standards’ for not

showing the faces of the subjects. Iconic images often

do show faces, and detecting these faces (without rec-

ognizing the person) can therefore also be used for

visual analysis, as well as to detect outliers that do

not contain faces.

In addition to recognizing faces, it is also possible

to recognize human behaviours such as actions (e.g.

handshaking, hugging, running) (Wang and Schmid,

2013), gestures (Freeman and Roth, 1995), or poses

(Shotton et al., 2011; Toshev and Szegedy, 2014;

Impett and Süsstrunk, 2016). By recognizing these

behaviours, we can codify signs expressed by humans

to analyse the content of iconic images. Gestures are

used to accompany speech to convey information

(Beattie and Shovelton, 1999), but humans also use

gestures or physical actions to indicate their belonging

to certain groups (i.e. law enforcement officials mak-

ing a ‘white power sign’)1 or adherence to cultural

conventions (i.e. shaking hands or bowing). Certain

images, such as images of handshakes between gov-

ernment officials, or Hong Kong pro-democracy pro-

testors making the ‘Five demands, not one less’

gesture, as shown in Fig. 2, can be categorized based

on codified human behaviours. For this latter example

the gesture is often the only information in the visual

data to link an image to an event, whereas in the for-

mer it could be complimented by other forms of rec-

ognition (e.g. face and place recognition).

Another content aspect of images that can be ana-

lysed is the physical environment depicted. Similar to

the distinction between face recognition and detec-

tion, this can be done at two abstraction levels: scene

recognition (Zhou et al., 2014) and place recognition

(Torii et al., 2013; Lowry et al., 2015). In scene recog-

nition, the aim is to assign a scene category label to an

image, where the scene categories include both indoor

and outdoor spaces (e.g. bedrooms, airfields, disco-

theque, greenhouse, hot spring, etc.) (Zhou et al.,

2014). Place recognition is concerned with identifying

the exact location, by recognizing the street in a city

(Torii et al., 2013) or known landmarks (Weyand

et al., 2020), or by predicting the (approximate)

GPS coordinates (Zamir and Shah, 2010). For press

images, as opposed to ‘images in the wild’ (i.e. on the

Internet or social media), the location can most likely

be identified more accurately based on contextual data

(e.g. image caption) or metadata (e.g. GPS informa-

tion in EXIF data).2 A categorization in scenes on the

other hand does require inspection of the visual data,

as it is typically not captured in the image metadata.

Through scene recognition, information about the

physical environment an image is taken in can be

codified, and thus extracted from image collections

at scale.

3.1.2 Aesthetics

CV research into aesthetics can roughly be grouped

into two lines: a line akin to stylometry, and a data-

driven classification approach. The former focuses on

learning visual characteristics indicative of style or

authorship (Johnson et al., 2008; Karayev et al.,

2014; van Noord et al., 2015; Gatys et al., 2016), while

the latter is focused on what is referred to as Subjective
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Attributes. Algorithms to predict subjective attributes

are trained on large collections of images where each

image is assigned a numerical score. The manner in

which these scores are obtained ranges from crowd-

sourced ratings (Murray et al., 2012; Wilber et al.,

2017), to social media statistics (e.g. number of likes,

views, or resubmissions) (Khosla et al., 2014; Deza and

Parikh, 2015), to using experimental procedures

(Khosla et al., 2015). The variety in data collection

methods for subjective attributes scores gives rise to

a difference in the subjectiveness of the collected

scores. Crowdsourced ratings, for instance, represent

perceived ratings, reflecting their highly subjective na-

ture. This is different for the experimental procedure

described in (Khosla et al., 2015), as it directly meas-

ures the memorability of images despite also relying

on crowd workers. However, for scores based on social

media statistics the story is more complex, as there is

an interaction with human behaviour and with the

specific design and functionality of the platform itself.

Inspired by art historical analyses, attempts have

been made to relate visual characteristics of artworks

to those of specific artists. The characteristics consid-

ered in these approaches range from fine-grained

details, such as brushstrokes and material textures

(Johnson et al., 2008; Li et al., 2011; Gatys et al.,

2016), to approaches using general purpose CV algo-

rithms that focus on iconography and content

(Karayev et al., 2014; van Noord et al., 2015). These

latter approaches are, on a technical level, highly

similar to approaches for content recognition; how-

ever, the former are different both on a technical and

application level. In recent years, work on neural style

transfer (NST) by Gatys et al. (2016) has attracted a lot

of attention. NST aims to adjust an image A to the

‘style’ of image B, while retaining the content of A, as

shown in Fig. 3. This raises questions about how NST

defines style, versus how a human observer would.

From the top row in Fig. 3, we can observe that while

the stylized image of Che Guevarra does not look like a

Van Gogh, it has become visually more similar to the

painting. However, when applying the style of one

photograph to that of another (Fig. 3, bottom row),

it is apparent that the style of the Dorothea Lange

image was not transferred. Despite the narrow defin-

ition of style by NST algorithms, their ability to create

highly stylized images that have a clear resemblance to

the style image is remarkable. Recent work by Gairola

et al. (2020) has demonstrated that the NST approach

can be extended to group images, which are aesthet-

ically similar, despite having different image content.

Being able to group images based on style makes it

possible to explore aesthetic themes that would not

become apparent by focusing on content only. For

instance, the iconic Barack Obama ‘Hope’ poster3

has become a source of many parodies or imitations,

resulting in images which are similarly stylized but

with a different caption and a different person

depicted. Although there are no content elements to

group variants of the Hope poster together, style

Fig. 2 Two examples of images which can be categorized based on human behaviours in the visual data. (Left photo by

Studio Incendo (CC BY) and right photo by US Mission Canada (CC BY).) On the left a photo of Hong Kong protesters

making the pro-democracy gesture, on the right two politicians shaking hands. The gestures/actions of the persons

contextualize and place the images
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recognition offers a possible solution to find images

with a similar style nonetheless. This process could

also be used for other iconic styles, such as the Che

Guevara poster image, or parodies of Andy Warhol’s

artworks.

Subjective attribute research has primarily investi-

gated the popularity and virality of images on social

media, identifying a variety of factors that go beyond

the visual data (Nahon and Hemsley, 2013; Weng

et al., 2012; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Goel et al.,

2016). For instance, the network size of the sharer

plays a role in the popularity of the shared content

(Susarla et al., 2012; Weng et al., 2012; Figueiredo

et al., 2014; Khosla et al., 2014). Predicting subjective

attributes directly from images brings up the question

of whether they are intrinsic to images. Isola et al.

(2011) investigated this question for memorability

and found that images containing people in enclosed

spaces, with visible faces, correlate more strongly with

memorability than images of vistas or peaceful set-

tings. I would thus argue that while subjective attrib-

utes cannot ensure whether an image will be popular,

Fig. 3 Example of Neural Style Transfer, which combines the content of the left most image with the ‘style’ of either the

painting by Van Gogh (top row), or the photo by Dorothea Lange (bottom row). (Guerrillero Heroico by Alberto Korda

(Public domain) stylized in the ‘style’ of Self-Portrait with Straw Hat by Vincent van Gogh (image credits Van Gogh

Museum, Amsterdam (Vincent van Gogh Foundation)), and in the ‘style’ of Migrant Mother by Dorothea Lange (Public

domain). Stylized using Arbitrary style transfer by Reiichiro Nakano.)
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remembered, or go viral (i.e. they do not describe a

causal relation), they are useful for measuring the

presence of features that correlate with such attributes.

In the scope of subjective attributes, a logical step

for the study of iconic images would be to construct a

predictive model of iconicity. Surprisingly, as of yet no

studies have been conducted in this direction.

However, there are a number of works on canonical

representations of concepts, which have used iconicity

as a synonym for canonical (Berg and Forsyth, 2007;

Berg and Berg, 2009; Zhang et al., 2014). While these

works touch upon aspects of production that are rele-

vant to the study of iconic images, a vital difference is

that works on canonical (or typical (Ehinger et al.,

2011)) views are only concerned with visual concepts.

This distinction is perhaps most obvious when con-

sidering an example by Berg and Forsyth (2007), who

rank a collection of images of the Statue of Liberty (in

New York, USA) based on how well they match ca-

nonical views. Conversely, based on the notion of

iconicity I follow in this article, the Statue of Liberty

itself could be considered an icon for the USA.

Nonetheless, there is an interaction between these

two notions, because while the statue itself is an icon

for the USA, this obviously does not apply to every

image of the Statue of Liberty (e.g. a close-up of the

statue’s nose). As such, for an image of the Statue of

Liberty to function as an icon it should match a ca-

nonical view.

3.2 Distribution
Analysing production aspects can be considered a

bottom-up approach, as it starts from observations

about a single image’s visual data. Subsequently,

observations about single images can be tabulated to

make observations about collections. Distribution

aspects, on the other hand, are inherent to image col-

lections. In a top-down fashion, a collection can be

divided into subgroups with shared properties, such as

images which frequently appear together, or images

which visually reference each other. For distribution,

analysis centres on aspects that are directly related to

the circulation of images, and those aspects that

emerge from images being circulated, such as interi-

conicity. Moreover, while the visual data is used in the

analysis of distribution aspects, it alone is not suffi-

cient; it is necessary to incorporate contextual

information.

Among the iconic image qualities proposed by

Perlmutter (1998), three relate strongly to distribu-

tion: Prominence of Appearance in media,

Frequency of Appearance in media, and

Instantaneousness of Fame. As noted by van der

Hoeven (2019, p. 44) ‘[. . .] in our media-filled world

with its huge supply of media outlets, a thorough and

comprehensive inventory of prominence of photo-

graph appearance [. . .], would be a gargantuan task.’

Yet, this type of inventory construction task is one that

computational methods excel at. Especially methods

for Image Retrieval (Datta et al., 2008), such as near-

duplicate image detection (NDID) methods (Ke et al.,

2004; Chum et al., 2007), are highly suited for con-

structing inventories of image appearance. NDID is a

retrieval method specifically geared towards images

which are duplicates or near-duplicates (i.e. images

which are variants of each other but have undergone

some transformations, for instance cropping or with

text overlay), NDID can be used to tally the frequency

of appearance of images by applying it to large collec-

tions. Moreover, by incorporating archival metadata

about the date of publication and placement (i.e.

above the fold, page number, or follower count of

the sharer), data can be gathered about image prom-

inence and the instantaneousness of its fame.

Additionally, as shown by Moreira et al. (2018) such

techniques can be used to determine image proven-

ance even after a number of modifications.

Methods for Image Retrieval and NDID are very

advanced, but the main challenge in using these meth-

ods for measuring the distribution of iconic images is

the availability of data. Although a lot of historical

material has been digitalized, this is often restricted

to specific collections or certain document types—the

large costs associated with digitalization forces insti-

tutions to make deliberate choices and prioritizations.

As such, there are structural omissions in what has

been digitalized that would bias the results of NDID

(Valeonti et al., 2019; Candela et al., 2020; Jo and

Gebru, 2020). Despite these limitations, computation-

al and computer-assisted analyses of Gallery, Library,

Archive, Museum (GLAM) collections are becoming

more commonplace, demonstrating the new possibil-

ities of such analyses (Arnold and Tilton, 2019;

Masson et al., 2020). Nonetheless, such approaches

have, as yet, been primarily driven by content recog-

nition, investigating collections in a bottom-up
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fashion. Works such as the article on discovering

meme genres by Theisen et al. (2020), or articles on

learning semantic groupings by relying on the data

instead of labels (Xie et al., 2016; Chang et al.,

2017), do enable new possibilities for exploring image

collections, while using the collection itself as the start-

ing point.

The analysis of the recurrence of specific images is

primarily of interest when dealing with distinct iconic

images. However, when considering intericonicity,

there might also be recurring motifs or visual patterns

that can only be discovered by analysing a collection as

a networked whole, as opposed to analysing images in

isolation (Warnke and Dieckmann, 2016). Such pat-

terns touch upon generic iconic images, but also on

the concept of denotation from semiotics, as high-

lighted by van Leeuwen (2004, p. 95) when discussing

physiognomic stereotypes. Once known, these pat-

terns or stereotypes can be recognized in an individual

image, but establishing them requires studying tradi-

tions of representation. In their work on visual link

retrieval, Seguin et al. (2016) algorithmically produce

pairs of (parts of) painting images which are consid-

ered visually linked by art historians. The visual links

they establish primarily concern notable characters (in

specific poses) and landscape elements, but they could

also include other iconographic elements (e.g. apples,

skulls). While promising, the approach by Seguin et al.

(2016) requires manual annotation, which creates

challenges related to scaling (i.e. large number of pos-

sible patterns) and in terms of bias (i.e. only reproduc-

ing known or established patterns). More recent work

by Shen et al. (2019) demonstrates the possibility of

discovering similar relationships without annotation,

and across datasets of a respectable size.

A different approach to the discovery of shared

visual information is presented by Hu et al. (2019),

who propose a method for localizing the common

object across a set of images. Although training their

method requires manual annotations, their few-shot

approach highlights the potential for scaling such a

method to many objects, or potentially even previous-

ly unseen objects. This latter direction seems especially

promising when we consider the progress that is being

made in Object Discovery (Arandjelovi�c and

Zisserman, 2019), which aims to recognize objects

without relying on manual annotations.

Conceptually, such works build on the idea that there

are image building blocks that reoccur, akin to words in

language, and that these can be discovered by analy-

sing and comparing images.

Besides fully automatic approaches, a promising

direction for the analysis of the distribution of images

and visual concepts is the use of Multimedia Analytics

(Zahálka and Worring, 2014), which combines visual

interfaces with algorithms for multimedia analysis. In

Multimedia Analytics, the emphasis is on interactive

workflows that enable users to perform analytical tasks

on large-scale datasets. Applications in this area rely

on the idea of a similarity space, a high-dimensional

space where the similarity between items is expressed

by their distance, i.e. highly similar items are close

together, and differing items are apart (Masson

et al., 2020). Through interactive interfaces, the metric

that is used to establish the similarity can be refined

with (inter)Active Learning (Settles, 2009). This is for

example employed by Lincoln et al. (2020) in the

CAMPI project, using an expert-in-the-loop approach

to quickly (and manually) assign tags to photo

archives, by leveraging automatic similarity judge-

ments to group images so that they can be tagged

together. Such tools fit well with a Humanities ap-

proach to visual analysis, where ‘there is a constant

and systematic visual comparison between similarities

and dissimilarities, which is the key for noticing rele-

vant phenomena’ (Parmeggiani, 2009, p. 75).

3.3 Reception
Studying the reception of iconic images requires an

approach that is the furthest removed from existing

computational methodologies, which by and large

prefer well-defined unambiguous ground truths—

even if it requires a formalization that is disconnected

from the original meaning of the concepts investigated

(Agre, 1997). Reception (and interpretation) on the

other hand is modulated by the historical and cultural

background of individuals (Perlmutter, 1994; van der

Hoeven, 2019; Drucker, 2020). How an image is

received is not fully contained in the image itself,

and does not follow directly from how an image is

distributed. With regard to the iconic image qualities

proposed by Perlmutter (1998) the three qualities that

relate most directly to reception are: (1) Importance of

the Event Depicted; (2) Metonymy; and (3)

Primordiality and/or Cultural Resonance. This first

quality, the importance of the event depicted, directly
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highlights the subjectivity of reception aspects, as what

is considered important varies strongly across time

and social group. To analyse these attributes, previous

research has relied on interviews and surveys to gather

data from people in different cultures (Cohen et al.,

2018; van der Hoeven, 2019).

Nonetheless, there are ways in which we can gather

quantitative clues about the reception of an image. For

instance, with respect to the importance of the event

depicted, the image itself might contain information

about which event it concerns. Additionally, context-

ual information such as image captions, tags, or the

surrounding text can be used to link an image to a

specific event. Existing work on (multimodal) event

recognition has primarily focused on an abstract no-

tion of events, such as sports matches, birthday cele-

brations, or wedding ceremonies (Jiang et al., 2011;

Jiang, 2012). While this notion of event does not align

with the notion used by Perlmutter (which refers to

historical events), it can be used to determine the im-

portance of the event depicted (i.e. certain events such

as weddings might be considered inherently more im-

portant than sports matches or birthdays). However,

in order to touch upon iconic image quality as

described by Perlmutter, it will be necessary to con-

nect images to historical events. As of yet this research

direction is largely unexplored, but as illustrated by

the work of Yang et al. (2011) it is possible to perform

topic modelling on historical documents, which on

occasion resulted in topics related to historical events.

Additionally, event ontologies for historical Linked

Data (Hyvönen et al., 2012) might provide entry

points to pursue linking images to historical events

further. Although most Linked Data of this type has

to be assigned manually, progress is being made in

automatic linking which might eventually offer a so-

lution for linking images to historical events (Le and

Titov, 2019). Linking images to historical events offers

two routes for facilitating the understanding of image

reception. First, information and metadata can be

shared or propagated between images associated

with the same event. For instance, images associated

with an important event might themselves be consid-

ered more important. Secondly, a visual signature can

be constructed for an event, allowing for the detection

of outliers. For example, in this manner pictures of the

WW1 Christmas Truce might stand out from the

otherwise often gruesome imagery associated with

WW1.

To make it possible to computationally study re-

ception, it is key to embrace that images do not exist in

isolation: They are accompanied by information in

other modalities (e.g. speech and text) that provide

clues about the topic of discussion, sentiments preva-

lent in the discussion, and sentiments about the

image. This thus calls for in situ analysis of images,

which deviates from standard computational practice

that is more akin to in vitro analysis: removing images

from their context and constructing corpora of images

only. Although multimodal datasets are not uncom-

mon, image-centric multimodal datasets primarily

contain textual captions which are descriptive of the

image content (Lin et al., 2014) or questions related to

the image content (Goyal et al., 2017), rather than

containing additional context information. Notable

exceptions here are the KBK-1m (Kleppe et al.,

2017) and Newspaper navigator datasets (Lee et al.,

2020), which contain newspaper photographs and the

captions or headlines that accompanied them, and the

Good News dataset (Biten et al., 2019), which contains

the article text in addition to the captions and images.

While these latter datasets are promising in that they

use press photographs and preserves some of their

(textual) context, they still do not match an in situ

analysis. Arguably, truly modelling an image in situ

is unachievable, at least with existing technology and

methods, which raises questions about what context-

ual information is necessary to study image reception.

Bateman et al. (2016) present an annotation module,

ICON, for describing images in online communica-

tion, consisting of five layers: motif, genre, compos-

ition, consociation, and context. The first three layers

focus on visual aspects, whereas the fourth examines

semantic relationships between elements, and the fifth

links the verbal to the visual. The ICON module

describes the information needed to perform socio-

political analysis and interpretation, which relates to

studying reception but does not fully cover it.

Positional relationships (e.g. above the fold, page

number), co-occurrences of images, text in addition

to captions, and information derived from analysis of

the production and distribution can all be used to

contextualize an image. A deeply contextualized ana-

lysis that takes into account all these factors could

perhaps be considered in situ.
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The second quality related to reception is the me-

tonymy of an image, the extent an image is taken to

stand for a wider event (Perlmutter, 1998; Perlmutter

and Wagner, 2004). Although the prevalence of this

has reduced since the introduction of digital photog-

raphy (Dahmen et al., 2018), a single image is often

still used to represent historical events in, for instance,

history textbooks (Kleppe, 2013). As images can func-

tion metonymically without actually showing an

event, or without showing enough to be able to infer

the event, the visual data often cannot be used to de-

termine the metonymy. For instance, ‘The Falling

Man’ a photograph by Richard Drew, shows an un-

recognizable man falling from the World Trade

Center during 9/11. The photograph is zoomed in,

and while we can recognize that there is a building

in the background, from the visual data alone it is

difficult to determine (computationally) that it is the

World Trade Center. Nonetheless, the image is unmis-

takeably tied to this event, even when recognized as

such based on contextual clues. Through frequency

analysis of how often an image is used when discussing

an event, and not for other events or topics, we can

establish the metonymy of an image. However, prac-

tically doing this requires an extensive and elaborate

index of images and their contexts, which might sim-

ply not be available.

The third and last iconic image quality discussed

here concerns the primordiality and cultural reson-

ance of images. This quality is by and large encapsu-

lated in the previously discussed notion of

intericonicity, and the manner in which images refer-

ence (or invoke) existing images or visual tropes. Yet,

an image might make references to (non-visual) ideas

or notions that are specific to certain cultures

(Dahmen et al., 2018). This cultural specificity is at

odds with the frequentist approach to intericonicity

when considering the distribution aspects of images,

as discussed in Section 3.2. A frequentist approach of

counting how often a certain reference is made is well-

suited for discovering the most prominent references,

but it does not touch upon the strength of the reson-

ance a cultural reference has for a specific recipient.

Computational tools are not, and will not, be able to

determine the cultural resonance of an image for an

individual, but rather they reflect the popular or ma-

jority vote (van Erp and de Boer, 2020). Thus, a risk of

documenting the primordiality and cultural

resonance of an image with computational tools is

that certain perspectives are favoured over others, or

worse, that minority perspectives are not included

at all.

To make computational tools that support iconic

image research broadly applicable, a polyvocal meth-

odology is necessary, such that the cultural resonance

and importance of events can be tailored to a range of

cultures and social groups. For instance, due to the

prominent role of American media in large parts of

the world, images which are iconic in the USA—at

least in part—due to their strong cultural resonance,

might only be known in other parts of the world be-

cause they are ‘famous for being famous’. Findings by

van der Hoeven (2019) show that for photograph such

as the ‘Times Square Kiss’ by Alfred Eisenstaedt, the

‘Migrant Mother’ by Dorothea Lange, or ‘Raising the

Flag on Iwo Jima’ by Joe Rosenthal recognition rates

differ sharply between the USA and the rest of the

world. Further findings show that even when respond-

ents correctly identified a photograph, and the event it

was associated with, they frequently did not recognize

the ‘message’ (van der Hoeven, 2019, p. 156). Why

and if an image is considered iconic thus varies across

country, culture, and time, as yet no suitable compu-

tational methodology exists to investigate this at scale.

4 Conclusion

In this article I have explored what computational

methods exist for studying iconic images, and where

these methods are lacking. I have positioned iconic

images as images for which the difference between

the interpretation by an observer and what can be

(automatically) extracted from the visual data is great-

est. Automatically representing and extracting mean-

ing is one of the ambitions of Artificial Intelligence,

but as it stands there is a clear lack of humanlike

understanding (Mitchell, 2019). Thus, rather than try-

ing to present a be-all and end-all approach for iconic

images, I have explored a range of computational

methods that can be used to study aspects of iconic

images, while describing their limitations. Tackling

these limitations, and dedicating effort to solving the

issues surrounding polyvocal meanings, will be neces-

sary if computational methods are to meaningfully

contribute to the study of visual culture.
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Nevertheless, by leveraging computational techni-

ques, we can perform tasks that would otherwise re-

quire insurmountable amounts of manual labour, as

well as offer new opportunities and insights which can

feed back into existing research into iconic images.

Computational methods for automatic content recog-

nition are increasingly used to support Digital

Humanities research (Arnold and Tilton, 2019).

Similarly, Art History has become a common appli-

cation area for computational stylometry (Johnson

et al., 2008; van Noord and Postma, 2017) and motifs

discovery (Seguin et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2019).

Characteristic to these developments is that the under-

lying technologies are primarily developed for use in

commercial systems, often with the aim of working

‘well enough’ (Mitchell, 2019, p. 2), rather than pro-

viding insight into the wide variety of meanings the

visual data might have for different users. Hence, in

the introduction I proposed a modified version of the

semantic gap, to focus on multiple interpretations,

cultural groups, and the inclusion of a notion of time:

The cultural gap is the lack of coincidence between

the information that one can extract from the visual

data and the interpretations that the same data have

for cultural groups across time.

Arguably, the scope of the cultural gap is too nar-

row in that it still centres around visual data. However,

in weighing the importance between including con-

textual data and not massively expanding the scope of

the problem, I chose to stay closer to the existing para-

digm for CV. In this paradigm, CV is but a module in

a larger system, which for instance can be plugged into

a robot which already has functioning systems to

move and interact with its environment.

Nevertheless, in confronting this gap (or the semantic

gap for that matter), contextual data are not explicitly

excluded; in fact, their use is to be encouraged. But, as

it stands, incorporating both the visual data and the

knowledge and background of an observer independ-

ent of the context is not possible. Therefore, I consider

it overly ambitious to draw up a route towards full

interpretation of meaning. Moreover, in building to-

wards a fully fledged human in the loop approach, it

seems (initially) desirable to have distinct components

that deal with individual modalities and that can be

used both in vivo and in situ. In this perspective, CV is

a module that can be plugged into a visual culture

research workflow, to support humanists in exploring

the cultural gap, but that should be complemented

with similar modules for other modalities.

In moving forward, there are several obstacles for

exploring the cultural gap. The first and foremost

being the lack of open and accessible data from mul-

tiple sources. Whilst more GLAM institutions are

digitizing and publishing their collections, aggregating

and connecting collections across institutions remains

challenging. Despite progress in this area with efforts

such as Linked (Open) Data (Marden et al., 2013;

Dijkshoorn et al., 2018) and the International Image

Interoperability Framework (IIIF) (Snydman et al.,

2015), that aim to increase interoperability and access,

there is a clear lack of accessible, large-scale datasets of

visual culture from multiple time periods and

domains. Existing large-scale datasets typically focus

on (Creative commons) ‘Internet images’ of objects

and places (Lin et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014;

Russakovsky et al., 2015), or on creative works and

heritage material (Mensink and Van Gemert, 2014;

Wilber et al., 2017; Lincoln et al., 2020). Moreover,

datasets, and especially datasets of ‘Internet images’,

are (rightfully) under pressure of meeting ethical stand-

ards in terms of which images to include and which to

exclude (Prabhu and Birhane, 2020). Yet, ethical stand-

ards for datasets for use in commercial applications

might (and should) be different from those used to

study visual culture. Determining what should (and

thus should not) be included in a dataset suitable for

training algorithms for visual culture analysis is an

open and challenging question. Moreover, as iconic

images frequently depict tragedy and human suffering,

it is unavoidable that a dataset with iconic images con-

tains images that are not suitable for other purposes.

Another obstacle to exploring the cultural gap, and

hence why it is meaningful to make this gap explicit, is

the lack of suitable algorithms. With existing technol-

ogy, it is not possible to automatically provide rich

interpretations of iconic images or other culturally

complex visual materials, and in all likelihood, this

will not be possible in the coming years either. Yet,

by defining and exploring the limitations of what is

possible we can set a course for future developments.

Concrete initial steps for these developments should

focus on broadening the historical and geographical

scope of existing methods, such that they remain re-

liable and robust when confronted with data that dif-

fers from what is now predominantly available in
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visual datasets. As it stands, existing visual datasets

used in CV primarily contain modern images taken

in wealthy countries scraped from the Internet (de

Vries et al., 2019; Paullada et al., 2020; Prabhu and

Birhane, 2020). As this bias in the training data

extends to trained models, the perspective obtained

with such models is highly restrictive when applied

to non-standard (from a CV perspective) visual ma-

terial, as also demonstrated in Fig. 1. A natural pro-

gression from this would be to expand the vocabulary

of CV models to include terms and concepts that are

historical or from different cultures. Once CV models

are robust enough to deal with diverse data, and are

able to recognize a wide range of visual concepts reli-

ably, it will be key to focus on interactive and human

in the loop systems. Rather than expecting that

machines will bridge the gap on their own, through

interactive systems we can meet them halfway, while

still benefiting from their ability to scale.
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